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ABSTRACT 
Let T,(F) denote the vector space of all n x n upper triangular matrices over a 
field F. We characterize those linear transformations T on T,,(F) that satisfy one of 
the following properties: (1) T preserves rank one matrices; (2) T preserves both 
singular and nonsingular matrices; (3) T is nonsingular and T(adj A) = adj T(A) for 
all A E T,(F). 0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let F be a field, and let M,(F) be th e vector space of all n X n matrices 
over F. Let V be a subspace of M,(F). Let k be a fured positive integer 
< n, and let p( A) d enote the rank of A. A linear transformation T on V is 
called a rank k preserver if p(A) = k implies p(T( A)) = k. Many authors 
have studied the structure of rank k preservers on various spaces of matrices. 
For example, Marcus and Moyls [lo] proved that if T is a rank one preserver 
on M,(F) and F is algebraically closed field of characteristic 0, then there 
exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E M,(F) such that 
T(A) = PAQ for all A E M,(F) 
or 
T(A) = PAtQ for-all A E M,,(F). 
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Beasley [2] proved that if T is a rank k preserver on M,(C), where k is fixed 
positive integer < n and @ is the complex field, then T is of the above-men- 
tioned form. For a survey of results concerning rank k preservers, see 191. 
Let T,(F) denote the vector space of all II X n upper triangular matrices 
over F. In this paper, we first show that if T is a rank one preserver on 
T,(F), then either 
(1) there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,,(F) such that either 
T( A) = PAQ for all A E T,,(F) 
or 
T(A) = PA-Q for all A E T,,(F), 
where A” is the matrix obtained from A = (aij> by reflecting the diagonal 
a,,, azn- 1, . . . , a,,; or 
(2) Im T \ (0) consists of rank one matrices. 
This result is analogous to a result of Westwick in [12]. 
Existence of singular rank one preservers on M,(F) depends very much 
on the underlying field. We show, however, that there always exists singular 
rank one preservers on T,(F) for any field F and any n > 2. 
In Section 3, determinant preserving linear transformations on T,,(F) are 
characterized. The result is quite different from the classical result of 
Frobenius in [71. 
In the final section, we characterize those nonsingular linear transforma- 
tions on T,,(F) (n > 3) that commute with the adjugate function by using the 
structure of rank one preservers. 
2. RANK ONE PRESERVERS 
For each 1 < s Q n, let 
Us = ((x1 ,..., r,,O ,..., O)flxi E F, i = l,..., s), 
V, = ((0,. . . ,O, xs,. . . , x,)Ixi E F, i = s,. . . , n}. 
Let e,,...,e, be the standard basis of M,, I( F), and fi, . . . , fn be the 
standard basis of F”. Let M and N be subspaces of F” and M,, 1(F) 
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and 
Ny={uyluEN}. 
A subspace H of T,,(F) is a called a rank one subspace if A E H implies 
that either A = 0 or p(A) = 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let k be a positive integer < n. Then a subset H of T,(F) is 
a k-dimensional rank one subspace if and only if these exist integers s, t with 
1 < s < t Q n such that either 
(i) H = xM for some nonzero vector x E US and some k-dimensional 
subspace M of V,, or 
(ii) H = Ny for some nonzero vector y E Vf and some k-dimensional 
subspace N of US. 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. We prove the necessity. Since H is a 
rank one subspace, it is well known that either 
(i> H = xM for some nonzero vector x E M, ,(F) and some k-dimen- 
sional subspace M of F”, or 
(ii> H = Ny for some nonzero vector y E F” and some k-dimensional 
subspace N of M,, ,(F). 
Consider case (i>. Let t be the largest positive integer such that M c V,. 
Then there exists v E M such that its t-component is nonzero. Since xv is 
upper triangular, it follows that x E U, for some s < t. Case (ii) can be 
proved similarly. ??
Let 2, = e,V, and 2, = Unfn. It follows from Lemma 2.1 that every 
n-dimensional rank one subspace of T,(F) is either equal to Z, or Z,. For 
notation, let R, denote the set of all rank k matrices in T,(F), and we shall 
use (xi,..., xk) to denote the subspace spanned by the vectors x,, . . .> Xk. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T be a rank one preserver on T,,(F). Zf T(Z,) = (Z,) = 
Z,, then Im T = Z,. 
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Proof. We have from the hypothesis that for each 1 < i, j < n, 
T( Elj) = elvj and T( Ei,) = elwi 
for some nonzero q, vj E Vi. Since T( 2,) = Z,, it follows that vi, . . . , v, are 
linearly independent. 
For each 1 < s < t < n, let T(E,,) = x, yt, where x, E M,, i(F) \ (01 
and yt E F” \ (0). S ince T is a rank one preserver, it follows that 
T( El, + Es,) = elvt + xs it E RI, 
T( E,, + E,,) = x, yt + elws E % 
We shall show that ei and x, are linearly dependent. Suppose that e, and x, 
are linearly independent. Then (vt > = ( yt> = (w,); otherwise either e,v, + 
x,yt E R, or e,w, + x, yt E R,. Since T is a rank one preserver, it follows 
that 
T( El, + El,, + E,, + E,,) = el(vt + v, + ws) + x, Yt E RI. 
Since (v,) = (yt) = (w,) an d vt, v, are linearly independent, we have that 
ei(v, + v, + w,) + x, yt is of rank 2, a contradiction. Hence (e,) = ( xs> 
and T(E,,) E Z,. This proves that Im T = Z,. ??
For A = (a,) E M,(F), let A” denote the matrix (bij) in M,(F) for 
which bij = ~~+i_~~+i_~. 
(Gin, Csn-1,. . . , C”J = (1,. . . , 
Let J = (cij) E M,(F) such that 
1) and all other entries of J are zero. Then 
A”=JAtJand(XY)“=Y”X” forall X,YEM,(F). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let T be a rank one preserver on T,(F). Then either 
(i) Im T is an n-dimensional rank one subspace, or 
(ii) there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,,(F) such that either 
(a) T(A) = PAQ fir all A E T,,(F) or 
(b) T(A) = PA” Qfir all A E T,,(F). 
Proof. Since T is a rank one preserver, it follows that T(Z,) and T(Z,) 
are n-dimensional rank one subspaces of T,,(F). Hence we have the following 
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four cases: 
Case 1: T(Z,) = T(Z,) = 2,. By Lemma 2.2, Im T = 2,. 
Cuse 2: T(Z,) = T(Z,) = Z,. Using similar arguments as in the proof 
of Lemma 2.2, we have Im T = Z,. 
Case 3: T(Z,) = Z, and T(Z,) = Z,. For any 1 < i <j < n, 
T( Elj) = eluj for some ‘i3 E v, \ 101 P 
T( Ein) = ui.L for some ui E K\IOl. 
Then ur, . . . , IA,, are linearly independent and o, , . . . , zj,, are linearly indepen- 
dent. Note that 
T( E,,) = e,v,, = uIfn # 0. 
Hence er = h,u,, fn = A,o, for some h,, A, E F \ (0). Thus 
T(E,j) = *~uPJ and T( Ei,) = A,uiv,. (1) 
We shall show that there exist A,, . . . , A, 1 E F \ (0) such that for each 
2 < i <j < n - 1, T(Eq) = A,u,uj. For any 2 f i <j d n - 1, then T(Ejj) 
= u4vy for some uij E M,,,(F) \ {O} and uij E F” \ IO}. Since T(Eij + E,,,) 
= uijvtj + uifn E R,, we have 
bij> = C”i> or CO,j) = (fn>* (2) 
Since T(E,, + Eij) = eloj + uijuij E R,, we have 
C”ij> = (e,> or bfj) = (Oj>. (3) 
From (2) and (3), we obtain either 
(a) <uij> = (e,> and (uij) = <f,>, or 
(b) (~ij> = <u{> and (uij) = (uj). 
For case (a>, we have 
T( Elj + E,, + Eij + Ei,) 
= elvj + e,u, + Eelon + h,uiu, for some .EF\{OJ 
= er( oi + 0, + EZ),) + hnuiun E R,, 
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since e,, ui are linearly independent and oj + (1 + E)z),, w, are linearly 
independent. This leads to a contradiction. Hence case (b) holds and T(Eij) 
= qjuioj for some qj E F \ 10) for 2 d i gj Q n - 1. Now for each 2 < i 
. 1 
( 
n-l 
C (Elj + Eij) 
.i=i I 
n-l = C (eluj + eijuiuj) 
j=i 
This implies that 
for some Ai E F\ {O), 
since e,, ui are linearly independent. Hence qj = Ai for all 2 < i < j < n - 
1. It follows from (1) that T(Eij) = hiu,oj for all 1 < i <j < n. Let P, Q E 
M,(F) such that 
Pe, = A,ui and fiQ = vj 
for all 1 < i,j < n. Clearly, P, Q are nonsingular matrices and for each 
l<i<j<n, 
T( Eij) = A,u,uj = (Pe,)(fjQ) = f’E,jQ. 
This proves that T(A) = PAQ for all A E T,(F). 
It remains to show that P, Q E T,,(F). Suppose that Pei @ q for some i. 
Then there exists p > i such that the p-component up of Pe, is nonzero. 
Since fiQ, . . . , fnQ span an (n - i + l)-dimensional subspace of F”, there 
exists j with i <j Q n such that fjQ has a nonzero q-component b, for 
some 9, with 1 < 9 < i. Hence the pq-component of T(Eij) is a,b, and 
up b, # 0, a contradiction. Hence Pei E Ui for all i. This shows that P E 
T,(F). Similarly, we can show that fjQ E Vj for all j and hence Q E T,(F). 
Case 4: T(Z,) = 2, and T(Z,) = Z,. Let S: T,(F) + T,(F) be the 
linear transformation such that 
S(A) =A” for all A E T,,(F). 
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Clearly, S 0 T is a rank one preserver on T,(F) such that 
(SoT)(Z,) = Zi, i = 1,2. 
It follows from case 3 that there exist nonsingular M, N E T,(F) such that 
(S 0 T)(A) = MAN for all A E T,(F). Hence 
T(A) =(MAN)-=N”A-M- forall A E T,(F). 
The proof is complete, since M - , N - E T,(F) are nonsingular. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Zf T is a nonsingular rank one presemer on T,(F), then 
there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,(F) such that either 
(a) T( A) = PAQ for all A E T,(F), or 
(b) T(A) = PA”QfirallA E T,,(F). 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Let n > 2, and let T : T,,(F) -+ T,(F) be the linear 
transformation such that T(aii) = (b,,), where b,. = c;L$ a,+kj+k and bij 
= 0 for i > 2. It is easily seen that T is a singu ar rank one preserver on i 
T,,(F). 
Example 2.5 shows that there always exist singular rank one preservers on 
T,(F) for any field F and any n > 2. This is quite different from the situation 
of singular rank one preservers on M,(F). For example, singular rank one 
preservers on M,(R) exist if and only if n = 2,4, or 8 (see [3]). Also, if F is 
algebraically closed, then the set of all matrices in M,(F) of rank < 1 is a 
homogeneous irreducible algebraic set, and hence rank one preservers on 
M,(F) must be nonsingular (see Lemma 3 in [5]). However, for n > 2 the 
algebraic set J of all matrices in T,(F) f o rank < 1 is not irreducible, since 
J= uFzi]i, Where ]k is t e a ge h 1 b raic set of all n X n upper triangular 
matrices (aij) of rank < 1 such that aij = 0 whenever i > k or k <j. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Let F be a subfield of R. Let T be the linear transforma- 
tion on T,(F) such that the first row of T(A) is 
(tr A, al2 + a34, al3 - az4, al4 + az3), 
where A = (aij> and all the other rows of T(A) equal to zero. Then it is 
easily checked that T is a rank one preserver. 
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Let k be a fued positive integer < n. It is known that if T is a 
nonsingular rank k preserver on M,(F), then T is a rank one preserver (see 
[l, 6,8]). The corresponding result for T,(F) is not true in general. For 
example, if n > 3, then the linear transformation on T,(F) defined by 
('ii> + Caij> + ‘2nEln 
is a nonsingular rank n preserver which is not a rank one preserver. 
However, if k < [(n + 1)/2] and 1 FI > k + 1, then it is true that every 
nonsingular rank k preserver on T,,(F) is a rank one preserver. This can be 
shown by using a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3 in [6]. In this 
proof we need the following simple fact: If k Q [(n + D/2] and A E T,(F) 
is of rank r < k, then there exists a rank k - r matrix B E T,,(F) such that 
p(A+hB)=k forall nonzero scalar A. Note that the above result is not 
true if k > [(n + 1)/Z]. 
3. DETERMINANT PRESERVERS 
In this section we give a characterization of determinant preserving linear 
transformations on T,(F) over a field F with IF] > 3. 
For notation, we let Jy = (1,. . . , n}. Let [(a,, . . . , ai,. . . , a,)], = ui, and 
denote by [ Alij the y-component of the matrix A. Let KI : F” -+ F be the 
mapping defined by 
II(X) = fi xi for all X = (x1,. . . , xn) E F”. 
i=l 
LEMMA 3.1. Let IF I > 3, and * be a linear transformation on F”. Then 
II = 0 implies II(*(X>> = 0, and II(X) # 0 implies II(Yr(X)) # 0 if 
and only if there exist a permutation v of degree n and cxl, . . . , a,, E F.\ (0) 
such that 
for all (x1, . . . . x,> E F”. 
Proof. The sufficiency is obvious. We prove the necessity. For each 
1 < i < n, we let Ni =X\ {i}, and let 
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Since lI(Ei ~ N, fi) = 0 for all u EJ, it follows that Il(‘P(C,, N, f,)) = 0. 
Suppose there exists k EJY such that V(fk) = 0. Then 
.(*( c h)) 
ivY 
= H( c ‘(f,)) = 0, 
.i=Nk 
a contradiction. Hence 9(fi) # 0 for all i EJK 
Suppose there exist distinct s, t EN such that 
for some j EL Since IFI > 3, there exists a nonzero 6 E F such that 
6 + 1 + 0. Thus, Ci E N, S’I’(fi) + Ci E N, Wfi) = WZi Ey tLiJ;)> where Pi 
# 0 for all i EJY: In view of (5) we have 
a contradiction, since I’I(c, EN pifi) # 0. Hence for each j EM, there exists 
exactly one component of Xi E N ?(f,) which is zero, and the positions of 
these zero components are different. 
Suppose there exists r ~Jtr such that 
for some S cJY; with ISI = h > 2, and u,.~ f 0 for all j E S. Note that 
Ci,,Wfi) = cj,. oifi for some q E F and some 1 E.A? Since h > 2, it 
follo& that there exists s E S n Nl such that 
[ 
-co,u,‘~(f,) + c 9(h) = -w, + w, = 0. 
iEN, 1 s 
This contradiction shows that for each i EN, there exists j EJI~ and ni E 
F \ (0) such that 9(fi) = a& Since II& EJNfl) # 0, it follows that there 
exists a permutation I+ of degree n such that ‘P(fi> = a,fgCi) for all i. ??
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REMARK 3.2. Lemma 3.1 is false if IF\ = 2. For example, the linear 
transformation T on F3 such that 
T(a, b, c) = (c, a, a + b + c) 
has the property that ll(X) = 0 if and only if lI( T( X)) = 0. However, T is 
not of the form (4). 
THEOREM 3.3. Let 1 FI > 3, and T be a linear transformation on T,,(F). 
Then T preserves both singular and nonsingular matrices if and only if there 
exist a permutation o of degree n and A,, , . . , A, E F \ {0} such that 
[ T( a,,)] ii = hiu,~i~cT~i~ for all 1 < i < n. 
Proof. The sufficiency is clear. We prove the necessity. First, we define 
a mapping 1I’ : F” + F” such that 
~(~l,,..., unn) = (b~~,...,b,,), 
if T(diag( au, . . . , unn)) = (bij). Clearly, ? is a linear transformation on F”. 
Since T preserves both singular and nonsingular matrices, it follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that 
for some permutation rr of degree n and some A,, . . . , A, E F \ {O}. 
Let W= ( Eij 1 1 < i < j < n). Suppose there exists A E W such that 
T(A) @ W. Then there exists a positive integer s such that [T(A)],, # 0. Let 
B be a nonsingular diagonal matrix with u-i(s), a-‘(s) entry equal to -h. 
In view of (6), we have [T( A + B)],, # 0. However, det( A + B) # 0, a 
contradiction. Hence 
T(W) GW-. 
Combining (6) and (71, we obtain the result. 
(7) 
??
COROLLARY 3.4. Let 1 FI > 3, and T be a linear transformation on t,(F). 
Then T is a determinant preserver if and only if there exist a permutation o 
ofo!egreenundAl,...,A,~F\{O},with~~=’=,Ai= 1,suchthut 
[T(ui,>]ii = ‘iuw(i)g(i) for all 1 < i < n. 
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4. LINEAR TRANSFORMATIONS WHICH COMMUTE WITH THE 
ADJUGATE FUNCTION 
Linear transformations on M,(F) that commute with the adjugate func- 
tion were first studied by Sinkhom [ll] over the complex field by using the 
classical result of Frobenius concerning determinant preservers. His result 
was generalized by Chan et al. in [4] to infinite fields by using rank II 
preservers. Here, we characterize those nonsingular linear transformations on 
T,(F) (n > 3) which commute with the adjugate function by using the 
structure of rank one preservers on T,,(F). 
We require the following simple lemmas. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let k be a positive integer < n. lf A E T,(F) is a rank k 
matrix, then there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,(F) such that 
where 1 =g si < ti < n for all i, and si # sj, t, # tj for all i Zj. 
Proof. Let A = (aij). Let R,, . . . , R, and C,, . . . , C, denote the row 
vectors and column vectors of A respectively. Let R, be the first nonzero 
row vector from the bottom of A, and let a,, be the first nonzero entry from 
the left of R,. Multiply R, by a,zl, and then for each 1 Q i < s and 
t <j < n apply the operations 
Ri + Ri - aitR, and Cj + Cj - aTjCt. 
Then there exist nonsingular matrices U, V E T,(F) such that A = U( E,, + 
B)V, where 
with X E T,_,(F), Y E Ms_l,n+l_s(F), and [Bli, = 0 for all i = 1,. . . , s - 
1. Repeat the same process with matrix B. Since p(A) = k, finally we have 
A = P(C:, 1 E, ,.>Q f or some nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,(F) with 1 < si 
< ti < n for ali ‘i, and si # sj, ti # tj for all i f j. ??
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LEMMA 4.2. Let n > 2 and A E T,(F) be a rank one matrix. Then there 
exist a rank n - 1 matrix B E T,(F) and (Y E F \ (0) such that A = (Y adj B. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.1, there exist nonsingular matrices P,, P, E T,(F) 
such that A = PIE,, Pz for some 1 < s < t < n. Now let 
for i = 1,2, and let 
B= 
9s I c Eii - Es, i=l i#s,t 
if s=t, 
91 if s<t. 
Then B E R,_ 1, and we compute that 
adj B = det (P,P,)“-’ A. 
This completes our proof. W 
THEOREM 4.3. Let F be a field and n > 2. Let T be a nonsingular linear 
transformation on T,(F). Then T(adj A) = adj T(A) for all A E T,,(F) if and 
only if there exist a nonsingular matrix P E T,,(F) and h E F \ {0} such that 
either 
T(A) = APAP-1 for all A E T,,(F) (8a) 
or 
T(A) = APA- P-l for all A E T,(F), (8b) 
where h”-’ = A. 
Proof. The sufficiency is trivial. We prove the necessity. In view of 
Lemma 4.2, for any A E R, there exist B E R,_ 1 and (Y E F \ (0) such that 
A = czadj B. (9) 
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Suppose T( B) E R,. Then we have 
0 = T(adj A) 
= T(adj( a adj B)) 
= a”-‘T(adj adj B) 
=a! ‘-’ adjadjT(B) 
E R,. 
Hence we obtain a contradiction. Since T is nonsingular, it follows that 
T(B) E R,_ 1. In view of (9), we get T(A) = LY adj T(B) E R,. Hence 
T(R,) c R,. By C orollary 2.4, there exist nonsingular matrices P, Q E T,(F) 
such that either 
(i) T(A) = PAQ for all A E T,(F) or 
(ii) T( A) = PA” Q for all A E Z’,,(F). 
Suppose (i) holds. Using the same argument as in the proof of 151, we have 
PQ[Q-‘(4 A)Q] = [Q-%4 A)QIPQ- (10) 
Since {Q-‘EijQ I 1 G i <j G n) spans T,(F), it follows from (10) that 
PQ commutes with all matrices in T,(F). Hence PQ = AZ, for some A E 
F \ {O}. Consequently, we have 
T(A) = MAP-’ 
for all A E Z’,(F). From T(adj I,) = adj T( I,), we get An-i = A. 
Since adj A- = (adj A) _ , case (ii) can be proved similarly. ??
REMARK 4.4. The nonsingularity hypothesis in Theorem 4.3 cannot be 
dropped, since the linear transformation on T,(F) given by 
(aij) + ~ag(all,...,h) 
commutes with the adjugate function. 
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4.3 is false. Let L be the linear 
Clearly, L is nonsingular and commutes with the adjugate function. But 
observe that 
Hence L(R,) g R,, and L is not of the form (Sal or (8b). 
Note that when n = 2, adj is a linear transformation on T,(F). Then by 
the condition T adj = adj T, T can be represented as a 3 X 3 matrix: 
a1 bl a3 
i I a2 b, -a2 . a3 -b1 a1 
Hence the space of all linear transformations T on T,(F) that commute with 
adj has dimension equal to 5. The mappings Ti on T,(F) with 
and 
T5(; :) = (i !b) 
are linearly independent, and each Ti commutes with the adjugate function. 
Hence T is a linear combination of T,, . . . , T5. 
After completing this paper, we learned from Mathematical Review 
96d:15018 that Corolla y 2.4 was proved by Chong Guang Cao in a more 
general setting [131. 
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